The GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) project of the Free Software Foundation has resulted in one of the most widespread compilers in use today that is capable of generating code for a variety of platforms. Since 1987, many volunteers from academia and the private sector have been working to continuously improve the functionality and quality of GCC. Some of the compiler's key components were, and continue to be, developed at IBM Research laboratories. We review several of IBM's contributions to the compiler, including a code generator for the IBM zSeriest processor and a front end for a PL/I-like language used for systems software programming. We also cover many optimizations, including the interblock instruction scheduler, software pipeliner, and vectorizer. These contributions help improve the overall performance of code generated by GCC, and in particular, enhance the IBM RISC (reduced instruction set computer) architecture and the zSeries processors. This paper includes a report on our general experience with GCC in both open source and proprietary software environments and reviews the quality and performance of GCCgenerated code.
Together, these components provide a software development environment or ''tool chain.'' GCC structure GCC was one of the first components of the GNU Project. Richard Stallman initially tried to extend the Pastel compiler, developed by the & GCC evolved through the efforts of a worldwide group of developers, including members of industry and academia and independent consultants & Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, but needed to rewrite the compiler from scratch due to technical limitations of the Pastel compiler.
The compiler was initially targeted at the common microprocessors of the late 1980s, such as the Motorola 68000, and was ported to other CISC (complex instruction set computer) processors, such as the Intel 80386. GCC initially parsed source code one statement at a time, focusing on local optimizations. One of the important optimizing phases from the earliest versions of GCC is a phase called combine that operates as a generalized peephole optimizer, reducing multiple instructions into single, more powerful instructions (see ''GNU back end'').
Recent improvements have expanded the compiler's view of the program to focus on one function at a time, the translation unit, or the whole program. These changes allow more aggressive optimizations, including inter-procedural analysis. Other recent enhancements include the addition of a Static Single Assignment (SSA) design with basic SSA-based scalar optimizations, high-level loop transformations, and vectorization.
The compiler phases for GCC 4.0 first parse the input program into an intermediate representation called GENERIC. GENERIC is expanded and lowered into an SSA form called GIMPLE. The compiler optimizes the SSA form and then removes the SSA names. The program statements are translated to a different intermediate language called register transfer language (RTL), which directly corresponds to the instruction set of the target processor (i.e., the ''target instruction set''). RTL optimizations that require details about the target processor instructions are applied, such as instruction scheduling, software pipelining, and register allocation.
RTL is designed to correspond to valid target instructions. The RTL instruction codes themselves are independent of the target, but the subset of codes used for each target match the machine instructions of the target. Other than missing register numbers and memory offsets, RTL transformations are intended to convert a valid instruction stream into another valid instruction stream (i.e., sequence of instructions).
After all optimizations have been applied, the RTL instruction stream is output as a file in assembly language appropriate for the target system. GCC does not have an integrated assembler and does not generate an object file directly for any target. An external assembler, possibly the GNU Assembler, creates an object file, and an external linker, possibly the GNU Linker, binds the executable or shared object. The operating system may use the GNU C Library to provide an interface to system services.
The GCC compiler is written in the C language, and the source code is composed of files common to all targets and files with specific information about the target architecture, target system, and target file format-the latter referenced as the machine description. Some of the files in the machine description affect the way the common parts of the compiler behave (e.g., the size of data types, size of registers, register allocation order, etc.). Other files are used by programs within the GCC build process to create machine-generated files that interface with the common parts of GCC to describe the target instructions and output format.
GCC development
GCC evolved through the efforts of a worldwide group of developers, including members of industry, academia, and independent consultants. As with many other free-software and open-source projects, the hierarchy of developers strives to achieve a meritocracy. A core set of developers provides most of the technical leadership, and a steering committee provides the political leadership and interface to the FSF.
Developers collaborate in a decentralized fashion with informal collaboration, setting design goals and avoiding duplicated effort. The majority of communications and technical decisions occur in public forums such as mailing lists and chat rooms. The GCC source code is available in revision control systems on publicly accessible servers.
All GCC developers are required to have copyright assignments on file with the FSF. After that documentation is on file, changes offered by a developer for inclusion in GCC can be considered. Patches are mailed to public mailing lists and reviewed for coding style, design, and implementation correctness by senior developers with authority to approve patches for various components. Documentation for the GCC project explains the development plan and other criteria of the project. The coding style follows the GNU coding conventions and GCC extensions.
GCC includes an extensive and growing test suite to help maintain the quality of the compiler. All patches are supposed to be tested with the complete test suite, and authors are expected to certify that a proposed patch did not generate any new test suite failures.
To maintain the quality criteria for GCC, releases should create no test suite regressions on important target platforms. Because of the large number of GCC targets (architectures, operating systems, file formats, etc.), some regressions do occur. The lack of complete coverage testing and unit testing in the current design is one of the major limitations in the GCC testing procedures.
GCC legal issues
Free software, a concept originated by Richard Stallman to encompass the GNU Project, refers to the freedom of users and developers to use, modify, redistribute, and distribute modified versions of the software. 4 Free software commonly refers to software distributed under the terms of one of the GNU General Public Licenses (GPL). Open-source software refers to a broader set of possible licenses.
Although the GPL applies to the GCC and the GNU tool chain, building an application using the GCC does not affect the software license of the application itself. Proprietary applications can be built using GCC.
Use of GCC
Use of GCC has become pervasive throughout the software industry because of its flexibility. It is able to generate applications for many proprietary and open-source UNIX** operating systems, as well as OpenVMS**, z/OS,* Microsoft Windows**, VxWorks**, and others.
GCC has been available for AIX* on the POWER* platform and MVS* on the S/390* platform for over ten years. In addition to its use by IBM customers on AIX and in software enablement for embedded processors, GCC has also been used for many research projects and prototypes; for example, experimental work with the PowerPC* instruction set and the 64-bit XCOFF file format.
Customers frequently use GCC instead of proprietary compilers because of its portability. GCC itself provides language extensions, but the extensions are consistent across all systems; therefore, customers do not have to worry that they will use a compiler feature that locks them into a particular system. The GPL ensures that the customer always has access to the source code of the compiler and libraries to perform any development or maintenance. A customer's decision to use GCC often depends on a few primary factors, including performance, portability, and service.
Overview
In this paper, we describe several of our contributions to GCC. IBM has made additions to GCC which encompass all phases of the compiler-the front end, optimizations in tree and RTL intermediate representations, and the back end. The specific details of each contribution are outside the scope of this paper; the interested reader is referred to the actual code and documentation, which is freely available at http://gcc.gnu.org. This paper does not cover all contributions to GCC made by IBM developers, but rather describes some projects in an attempt to focus on our experience with GCC and its limitations and potential. In the following sections we describe a new front end, some optimizations, and a new back end.
PL8 FRONT END
This subsection describes the development of firmware for the PL8 and IBM zSeries* systems, and the technical issues arising from this effort.
PL8 and IBM zSeries firmware development
The term ''firmware'' refers to the software layer between hardware and the operating system. Firmware functionality includes I/O path management, & GCC includes an extensive and growing test suite to help maintain the quality of the compiler & I/O load balancing, recovery from hardware and firmware errors, and some system management functions, which, in other computer systems, are typically implemented in operating-system layers. Firmware development requires low-level programming, as firmware has many interfaces to hardware registers and to assembler-written routines. The firmware implements low-level services that require accessing specific addresses and dealing with individual bits or words smaller than a byte. PL8, which basically is a subset of PL/I, supports these requirements by use of appropriate declarations, which is considered a strength of the language. 5 The language has been used for firmware development since the early 1980s with an old compiler that has not been maintained for years. However, there have been significant enhancements made to the zSeries architecture, including additions to its instruction set, improved pipeline structures, and an extension to 64 bits. Some firmware internal structures were strongly geared to 64-bit implementation, which the original PL8 compiler could not provide. The original compiler was also inherently tied to the library and build environment on VM/CMS as its only execution platform.
PL8-front-end technical issues
Given GCC's modular structure and the fact that GCC already had a back end generating S/390 code (see ''The zSeries back end'' and Reference 6), an obvious approach was to implement PL8 again as an additional GCC front end. The language was extended to support 64-bit data types, and its rules concerning memory layout were adapted. The GCC framework also suggested a few language modifications.
In contrast to most other GCC front ends, the PL8 front end is well-suited for two-pass compiling. This is because PL8 allows forward references to declarations. The two-pass approach also simplifies certain other translations. The first pass does lexical and syntactic analysis, which is implemented using the compiler-generating tools Flex and Bison, respectively. Its output is a front-end internal representation of the input program which is an attributed syntax tree. 7 Tree nodes are implemented as records with fields containing data or pointers to other tree nodes. Whenever possible, the GCC predefined tree nodes are used to represent PL8 constructs. For example, this is done for if, do while, and do until statements. More elaborate statements, such as select and PL8 counting loops, have no direct correspondence to any existing nodes; they are thus first translated into front-end specific nodes, as are most of PL8's declarations, namely the attributes based, offset, and redefines.
In pass two the compiler starts working on the data structures generated by pass one and does a few semantic checks. In this pass the compiler also does some optimizations. These include type compatibility checks to verify that variables are assignable. Implicit type conversions are inserted where the PL8 language definition allows the assignment of variables with different types. Range checks are generated for array accesses, and for all accesses to based variables through offsets. Pass two also carries out some optimizations, such as constant folding 8 and an elimination of range checks, which deletes a check if it can determine at compile time that an index will never be out of the valid range.
Finally, the PL8-specific nodes are translated into GCC-defined tree nodes and are passed to the GCC ''middle end'' (i.e., second phase). 5 The PL8 front end is approximately 50 KLOCs (thousand lines of code) in size. During final system test, only five compiler problems were found. So far, no field problems are attributed to the PL8 compiler.
Compiler validation

TREE OPTIMIZATIONS
The GCC uses different internal representations (IRs) at different phases of compilation. The tree representation is a language-independent and machine-independent IR that preserves high-level language constructs, a property which makes it suitable for a range of compiler optimizations. Until recently, however, almost all optimizations in the GCC took place at a lower level IR-the RTL. This situation is gradually changing since the recent introduction of the new tree-SSA framework. 9 This framework includes further simplification of the tree IR into a three-address language (GIMPLE), and an implementation of SSA on top of it.
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The introduction of tree-SSA simplifies and encourages the development of many optimizations and analyses, thereby providing the required infrastructure for the development of a vectorizer in the GCC. On January 1, 2004, we submitted the first implementation of a basic vectorizer to the GCC, based on tree-SSA utilities, 11 and it is now part of the GCC mainline version 4.0. Additional capabilities are constantly being developed on the ''loopnest-optimizations'' branch. 12 In this section, we describe our work on the GCC vectorizer, and in particular, the issues that arise due to the multiplatform nature of the GCC.
Vectorization
To take advantage of vector hardware such as AltiVec** and MMX**/SSE 13, 14 (multimedia or streaming SIMD [single instruction, multiple data] extensions to general-purpose instruction set architectures), programs can be written using explicit vector operations (e.g., using Altivec intrinsics 15 or the Fortran90 operations on whole arrays). These vector operations work on multiple elements in parallel, in contrast to the standard scalar operations that operate on individual elements, one after the other. The transformation of these scalar operations into an equivalent vector form is referred to as vectorization 16 and can be applied manually or automatically by the compiler. operations in a loop have a vector form supported on the target platform. This information is modeled through the machine model files. For simple generic operations, it is easy to query (even at the machineindependent tree-level IR) whether the operation is supported. However, this information is not so easily accessible for operations that do not have an equivalent scalar form (such as data permutations, reduction, and unaligned accesses). In these cases, we have to enhance the infrastructure to represent this information to the vectorizer.
For loops that successfully pass the analysis stage, the vectorizer applies the actual vector transformation. This consists of ''strip mining'' the loop 20 by the vectorization factor and then replacing each scalar operation in the loop by its vector counterpart (using the machine model files). In many cases additional handling beyond the one-to-one substitution of statements is required. Constants and loop invariants require that vectors be initialized before the loop; other computations, such as reduction, require special ''epilogue code'' after the loop, and some operations (unaligned accesses, type conversion) require special data manipulation to take place between vectors.
The machine-dependent components of the vectorizer are mostly related to memory architecture limitations of vector machines. The memory architecture usually restricts vector data accesses to consecutive vector-size elements, aligned on vectorsize boundaries. Gathering data from nonconsecutive or unaligned locations requires special mechanisms for data reorganization, which are costly and hard to use. These issues are especially true for SIMD systems because SIMD memory architectures are typically weaker than those of traditional vector machines. Moreover, SIMD architectures tend to be very different from one another, a fact that can be problematic for a vectorizer operating at a high-level machine-independent IR in a multiplatform compiler such as GCC. Some of these problems are elaborated next.
GCC implementation issues
The aspects of vectorization discussed earlier demand that low-level architecture-specific factors be considered throughout the process of vectorization. However, at the tree-level IR, it is not trivial to express low-level target-specific mechanisms, such as those that are used to reorganize unaligned data or pack or unpack data between vectors of different data types. These mechanisms need to be introduced into a high-level platform-independent tree IR, while allowing low-level platform-specific details to be hidden as much as possible, to be applicable to any platform, and to be as efficient as possible on each platform.
These properties are even more difficult to tackle in a multiplatform compiler such as GCC, due to the tendency of SIMD instruction-set architectures to be much less general-purpose and less uniform than traditional vector machines. Many specialized domain-specific operations are included, many operations are available only for specific data types but not for others, and often a high-level understanding of the computation is required in order to take advantage of certain functionality. Furthermore, these particular characteristics differ from one architecture to another.
Misalignment support is an excellent example of this situation. Different machines display different behavior upon an access to an unaligned location and offer different mechanisms for handling such accesses. For example, an efficient scheme that reuses data across iterations can be used for targets that can combine data elements from two vectors. AltiVec has such a capability; other SIMD platforms usually support this functionality only when the misalignment is known at compilation time. If it cannot be determined at that time, a less efficient scheme can be employed, using a special unaligned move instruction (as is available in SSE), or a sequence of instructions (as in Alpha EV6, 21 for example). In order to accommodate different targets, we introduced a set of new generic tree codes 22 and targethooks 23 that allow us to model and express the most efficient scheme for each target. These extensions to the tree IR are a result of close collaborations and long discussions with the GCC community.
There are also machine-independent issues that impact the effectiveness of the vectorizer, most notably, the presence of pointers and the limitations of aliasing analysis in GCC. Aliasing analysis in GCC is expected to improve in the near future; in the meantime, its limitations will be overcome by performing loop versioning, however, at the cost of a runtime dependency-test overhead.
Status and future work
We are in the early stages of developing vectorization optimization in GCC. The basic infrastructure is in place to support initial vectorization capabilities. These capabilities are demonstrated by the vectorization test cases, which are available as part of the GCC test suite and are updated to reflect new capabilities as they are added. Work is under way to extend these capabilities and to introduce more advanced vectorization features. The current development status can be found in Reference 18.
The domain of vectorizable loops can be described in terms of the forms, data references, and operations of the loops that can be supported. Currently, vectorization support in GCC handles innermost, single-basic-block loop forms and some cases of loops that contain if-then-else constructs. The data references must be consecutive and array-based or pointer-based and must not overlap (usually this means that pointers need to be annotated as ''restricted''). Preliminary misalignment support is also available. Operations must not create a scalar cycle (no reduction or induction 24 ), must all operate on the same data type, and must have a vector form that is expressible with existing tree codes.
There are many future directions for enhancing the vectorizer, including the addition of support for more data reference forms, runtime aliasing tests, multiple data types, reduction and induction operations, special idioms (such as saturation, minimum/maximum, dot product, etc.). Among the idioms that are of a particular interest are those representing operations that work on a block (or ''chunk'') of elements in parallel and can be optimized even when no vector support is available. This can be done by calling a library function (memset, for example) or using special string operations (the S/390 TRANSLATE operation, for example).
Longer term goals include vectorization of nested loops, exploiting data reuse, support for additional access patterns (e.g., strided, that is, a sequence of memory addresses separated by a constant distance) or permuted accesses (that is, accesses by the alphabetic order of each of the constituents for composite terms that require data manipulations), straight-line code vectorization, loop parallelization using threads, and more.
RTL SCHEDULING AND OPTIMIZATIONS
After performing optimizations at the high-level tree IR, GCC expands the code into the RTL, which directly corresponds to the target instruction set. The RTL level contains the details required by instruction scheduling, load and store operations, and register-allocation optimizations.
In this section, we present several RTL optimizations that we contributed to GCC, including interblock scheduling, dispatch group scheduling for outof-order executing targets, modulo-scheduling of loops, and optimizations for ''load-hit-store'' events.
Interblock instruction scheduling
Prior to 1997, the original GCC scheduler supported scheduling only within basic blocks (intrablock scheduling). To take advantage of the newer superscalar architectures, more advanced scheduling techniques were required. This section describes the work done to extend the GCC instruction scheduler to support interblock scheduling, focusing on the design of the new interblock scheduler. This project was done in 1997, and the interblock scheduler has become part of GCC's standard distribution since then. For a general description of instruction scheduling, see References 25 and 26.
The design and implementation of the scheduler were influenced by the desire to reuse existing code and have the same code for intrablock and interblock scheduling. We also had to retain global information (e.g., debug notes) throughout scheduling and preserve the GCC compiling speed. To achieve the goal of supporting interblock scheduling and code motion 26 (i.e., movement relative to other instructions), several design decisions were made:
1. Define the scope of interblock scheduling (the ''region'') to contain all blocks of innermost loops or entire loop-free functions. 2. Support speculative 27 and equivalent motions, but not duplicative motions, because of associated high compilation and development costs and questionable benefits. 3. Keep the scheme of activating the scheduler twice (before and after register allocation), using the interblock scope in the first invocation. 4. Reverse the scheduling order from a bottom-up order to a top-down order (as used in Reference 24), a requirement for the support of interblock moves (in particular, speculative moves). 5. Develop a visualization mechanism for step-bystep tracking of the scheduler and relevant modeling information.
At the time of this work, the GCC did not have the infrastructure needed to support advanced optimizations. The infrastructure had to be extended in the following directions:
1. Building control-flow arcs 28 -At the time, the available control flow information contained only the set of nodes (basic blocks). 2. Computing block dominator 29 and reachability 30 information-To identify and support possible (equivalent and speculative) motion opportunities (see, e.g., Reference 25). 3. Identifying the regions, based on the control flow graph-In particular, if all regions are set to contain a single basic block, the case is simplified to that of an intrablock scheduler (meeting the second requirement above).
In addition, the data dependency graph was extended to span multiple blocks, and the listscheduling algorithm (e.g., ready list, heuristics) was extended to work with instructions from different blocks.
To perform interblock movement, several analyses were implemented that determine if a move is possible and whether it is speculative or equivalent. For speculative moves we determine the conditional execution probability, where to check and update life information, 31 and if loads are exception free (i.e., executing the load will not cause an exception). The high-level design of the interblock scheduler is shown in Figure 1 . The steps of computing flow-related information and data-dependency information are independent and can be executed either in order or in parallel. Similarly, the steps of computing the probability and the update blocks are independent.
Escape and update blocks
The scheduler may move an instruction from basic block S to basic block T only if T dominates S, to avoid code duplication. When considering a speculative motion from block S to block T of instruction I that defines register R, we must prevent I from interfering with another live range of R. (This is in addition to the standard restrictions imposed by data dependencies.) To do so, we first examine paths from T that avoid S and identify the first block in each such path from which S cannot be reached. These blocks are called ''escape blocks.'' To prevent I from interfering with another live range of R, we check that R is not alive at the beginning of each such escape block. If this is true, we may move I speculatively, thereby extending the live range of R along the path from S to T. We then need to update the live information for all blocks on this path that are siblings of escape blocks (these blocks are called update blocks), to prevent subsequent speculative moves from interfering with this live range. Our computation of escape and update blocks also helps determine if two blocks are equivalent without requiring explicit postdominance computations.
Analyzing whether loads are exception free
When a load instruction is moved speculatively, there is a risk of causing an ''illegal memory access'' exception speculatively. We therefore only move loads speculatively if they are known to be exception free, or if we can prove that the moved load causes an exception only after another load causes a similar exception. We implemented a mechanism that checks for certain types of exception-free and exception-related loads to support speculative movement of such loads. For example, loads of local variables from the stack or loads of global variable addresses from the table of contents could be considered exception free.
There is still room for improving the speculative motion of load instructions. We believe that this is very important because improved motion of loads will often enable subsequent code motion and may help hide memory latency. We therefore included a flag that enables aggressive (that is, nonconservative) speculative motion of all loads to obtain upper bounds on the potential improvement that can be gained by further improving the initial mechanism.
GCC is an evolving compiler. The infrastructure of GCC improved after the interblock scheduler was added, making the implementation of advanced optimizations much easier. Regarding scheduling, GCC now has a more general control-flow and loopidentification support, as well as a more powerful mechanism for describing the architecture 23 and a modulo-scheduling pass (see the section ''Software pipelining and modulo scheduling'').
Dispatch group scheduling
Advanced processors such as Power4* and PowerPC970 execute instructions out of order, while dispatching and completing them as groups in order. The compiler should consider the various hardware constraints of dispatch-group formation in order to maximize the instruction-level parallelism (ILP).
The GCC scheduler (described in the section ''Interblock instruction scheduling'') follows the classic approach of instruction scheduling, which models the delays and constraints of each instruction and schedule to avoid all stalls. This approach can be suboptimal for out-of-order multiple-issue processors, and specifically for the Power4 and PowerPC970. The GCC scheduler has an option for maximizing the number of instructions issued per cycle, 32 but this option increases compiling time and did not suit our needs.
The major observations that guided our work on instruction scheduling for dispatch groups were that it is practically impossible to accurately model and predict the delays that will occur at runtime (due to out-of-order execution); that there is a better chance of predicting the grouping that will be formed (due to certain constraints); and that accurate emulation of dispatch groups can be very important for increasing the ILP.
In this section, we present three optimizations that enhance the GCC scheduler to handle and optimize dispatch group formation and out-of-order execution. We contributed the optimizations described in this section to the FSF during October 2003, [33] [34] [35] and they are part of the GCC 3.4 release. See Reference 32 for specific implementation and performance details of these optimizations.
Including dispatch group restrictions as a criterion during scheduling
The Power4 processor dispatches a group of up to four instructions (and a branch) in each cycle. Some instructions can only be assigned to certain dispatch slots. Specifically, there is a set of instructions that can only be dispatched as the first instruction in a dispatch group. When issued, such dispatch-slotrestricted instructions always open a new group, causing the termination of a previous dispatch group.
When the instruction scheduler chooses an instruction and decides to schedule it in the currently scheduled cycle, it is better to choose an instruction that must be first (if available and) if a new dispatch group is being opened. We used an existing target hook, adjust_priority, to modify the priority of instructions during scheduling according to these dispatch-group considerations.
Allowing early scheduling of stalled instructions
The GCC scheduler uses two queues to manage the instructions that are candidates for scheduling. Those that are still waiting for other (already scheduled) instructions to be completed are placed in the ''stalled queue,'' and those that do not need to wait are placed in the ''ready queue.'' The instructions in both queues can be scheduled in the current cycle, but instructions in the stalled queue will (according to the model) wait for data or some resource to become available.
The scheduler selects instructions for scheduling only from the ready queue. With time, instructions from the stalled queue become ready and move to the ready queue. If the ready queue is empty, the compiler closes the current dispatch group that it is modeling, even if there are vacant dispatch slots available, and proceeds to schedule instructions for the next group and cycle.
This scheme does not do a good job of modeling for processors where delays can occur between the dispatch and the execution of instructions. Optimizing the dispatch of instructions is important for group-formation considerations, and optimizing their execution is relevant for data-dependent latency considerations. For such targets, the stalled queue contains instructions that cannot be executed in the current cycle (because of data or resource delay), but they can and sometimes should be issued in the current cycle.
In order to optimize for execution and dispatch group utilization, we allow the scheduler to select instructions directly from the stalled queue. We limit this to cases where there are potentially vacant dispatch slots to fill and there is nothing better to fill them with (i.e., the ready queue is empty). This also improves the emulation of dispatch group formation; the resulting schedule better matches the groups that will be formed at runtime. Because some dependencies (which keep instructions in the stalled queue) may incur a high penalty if broken, we prevent premature selection from the stalled queue in such cases.
Null-operation insertion
The GCC scheduler models the formation of dispatch groups, but does not insert NOPS (null operations) to fill up vacant slots. In order to improve the synchronization of group boundaries between the compiler and hardware, we implemented a post-scheduling pass that scans the instruction stream and examines the dispatch group boundaries that the scheduler had marked. Vacant issue slots that are detected are padded with NOPS, in order to force the scheduler's grouping on the processor dispatcher.
A naive implementation inserts too many NOPs, which have a significant negative effect on performance. Indeed, NOPs should be inserted very sparingly, and only in cases in which the presence of a dependency within a dispatch group (which NOPs can prevent) is truly problematic. We therefore tried to classify such costly dependencies and implemented a new scheme. The scheme scans the instruction stream right after scheduling, but this time, inserts NOPs only between instructions that have a costly dependency between them, in order to force these instructions into separate groups. This new scheme is much less intrusive and can be viewed as a fine tuning of the group boundaries to better match the processor behavior.
There are several parameters that tune the NOPinsertion mechanism, such as the definition of costly dependencies (we considered memory accesses true dependencies; see the section ''Handling load-hitstore events''), and the number of NOPs to be inserted (the minimum number based on group emulation or regardless of this emulation).
Software pipelining and modulo scheduling
After we enhanced the instruction scheduler of the GCC to handle interblock code motion, as described in the section ''Interblock instruction scheduling,'' the scheduler's main limitation became its inability to move instructions across loop-back arcs or iterations. Modulo scheduling is an instructionscheduling technique focused on improving the schedules of loops by enabling instructions to transfer between iterations. We further enhanced the GCC instruction scheduler by implementing a Swing Modulo-Scheduler (SMS), which is an implementation of modulo scheduling designed to reduce register pressure. 36,37 SMS first orders the instructions according to the data dependencies in an alternating up-and-down order (hence its name)-first ordering instructions that are successors of already ordered instructions, then instructions that are predecessors of already ordered instructions, and so on. The scheduling phase then traverses the nodes in the given order, trying to schedule dependent instructions as close as possible and thus shorten live ranges of registers. This section describes our implementation of SMS in GCC. The modulo-scheduling pass traverses the loops and generates a new schedule for each loop according to the following steps. First, the modulo scheduler builds a data dependency graph (DDG) that represents intra-and inter-loop dependencies. SMS then determines a fixed ordering of the instructions based on the DDG and uses it in repeated attempts to schedule the kernel of the loop. Finally, after a schedule for the kernel is constructed, SMS performs modulo variable expansion, generates prologue and epilogue code, and inserts a loop precondition if needed. SMS also marks the loop after scheduling it, to prevent subsequent rescheduling by the standard instruction-scheduling passes. Only the kernel is marked; the prologue and epilogue are subject to subsequent scheduling.
SMS implementation in GCC
The main infrastructure contributions to GCC involved in our implementation of SMS were: (1) a new DDG for loops, (2) the ability to perform list scheduling in both directions, compared to topdown or bottom-up cycle scheduling, and (3) effective renaming of registers during scheduling as needed, by performing modulo variable expansion. We now elaborate on these contributions.
DDG generation
The existing representation of data dependencies in GCC does not meet the requirements for implementing modulo scheduling; it lacks support for interloop dependencies, and it is not easy to use. We decided to implement a DDG, which provides additional capabilities (i.e., loop-carried dependencies) and a modulo-scheduling-oriented API.
The DDG is built in several steps. We first construct the intraloop dependencies using the standard routines of the scheduler. way. This is currently being developed and improved.
We provide several graph-theoretic utilities based on the DDG to support the node-ordering algorithm of SMS. These include finding strongly connected components, finding all nodes that lie on directed paths between two sets of nodes, and calculating the longest cycle (in terms of total latency divided by total distance) in a connected component.
List scheduling the kernel of the loop SMS schedules the instructions (i.e., the nodes) for the kernel of the loop according to a precomputed order. For each node we calculate a scheduling window, that is, a range of cycles in which we can schedule the node similarly to already scheduled nodes. Use of previously scheduled predecessors (PSP) increases the lower bound of the scheduling window, whereas use of previously scheduled successors (PSS) decreases the upper bound of the scheduling window. The scheduling windows are related to instructions of the same iteration.
The scheduling window itself contains a range of a number of cycles equal to the Initiation Interval (II), at most. After computing the scheduling window, we try to schedule the node during some cycle within the window, while avoiding resource conflicts. If we succeed, we mark the node and its (absolute) schedule time. If we do not succeed in scheduling the given node within the scheduling window, we increment the value for II and start over again. If II reaches an upper bound, we quit and leave the loop without transforming it.
During the process of scheduling the kernel, we maintain a partial schedule that holds the scheduled instructions in a number of rows equal to II. When an instruction is scheduled in a cycle T (inside its scheduling window), it is inserted into row T mod II of the partial schedule. The instructions in the partial schedule may belong to different iterations. After all instructions are scheduled successfully, the partial schedule supplies the order of generating the instructions. Special care is needed when dealing with the start and end cycles of the scheduling window, as the order of instructions within these rows has to be considered. 39 When modulo scheduling the kernel, we need to repeatedly check whether given instructions will cause resource conflicts if scheduled at a given cycle or slot of a partial schedule. The resource model based on the DFA (deterministic finite automaton) in GCC 32 works by checking a sequence of instructions, in their order. This approach is suitable for cycle-scheduling algorithms in which instructions are always appended at end of the current schedule.
In order for SMS to use this linear approach, we generate a trace of the instructions, cycle by cycle, centered at the candidate instruction, and feed it to the DFA. 32 The major drawback of this mechanism is the increase in compilation time; our future plans include addressing this concern.
Modulo variable expansion
After all instructions have been scheduled in the kernel, some values defined in a given iteration and used in some future iteration must be stored so that they are not overwritten. Such values are overwritten when their life range exceeds a number of cycles which equals II. The defining instruction will execute more than once before the using instruction accesses the value. Life ranges of registers can exceed this number of cycles because register antidependencies 41 are removed from the DDG.
The problem of overwriting these values is solved by using modulo variable expansion, which we implemented by generating register copy instructions as follows:
where R def is the register in the defining instruction, and n is determined according to the number of times the back edge of the newly scheduled kernel is crossed between the defining instruction and its appropriate use. Every register antidependency that is broken by code motion is fixed by using this register copying and renaming.
The SMS appears in Version 3.5 of GCC. We are continuing to work on several enhancements to improve its performance.
Handling "load-hit-store" events In several cases, we observed that load instructions that follow stores to the same memory location cause delays and reduce performance. It is obvious that this sequence, called a ''load-hit-store'' event, could be avoided by simply copying the value from the stored register instead of loading it from memory, if such a register copy instruction were available. However, in many cases the compiler did not recognize this possibility. There are two sources to this problem: redundant accesses to memory in the source code of the program and spill code 42 generated by the compiler to save and restore registers. We addressed both cases.
The first case, where redundant loads appear before register allocation, is handled by redundancy elimination optimization. Redundancy elimination removes redundant calculations of expressions by reusing previously calculated values that are stored in some register. The redundancy elimination pass of GCC did consider loading a calculation of an expression from memory, but did not consider store operations as expressions. Thus, GCC did replace a load following another load from the same memory location by a register copy, but did not replace a load following a store to the same location. We enhanced the redundancy elimination pass so that it would also consider stores as expressions, and hence replace subsequent loads from the same location with register copies.
The second case of load-hit-store events was due to poor register spilling (i.e., the reload pass in GCC). 43 We handled this case in two ways. First, we added a ''cleanup'' pass after the reload that removed such redundancies, similar to the first case. However, this solution is limited because it works with hard (that is, allocated) registers. We reused the existing redundancy elimination infrastructure and added a special consideration of register availability for the register moves that we generate. We also took care of partial redundancy elimination by adding loads on basic blocks that are less critical (according to profiling), provided we can replace loads from critical blocks by register moves.
Our second method of handling load-hit-store events after register allocation was to keep such loads away from the stores. We changed the instruction scheduler to add NOPs between a store and a subsequent load from the same location; this served to keep them in different dispatching groups (see ''Dispatch group scheduling'').
THE ZSERIES BACK END
The GCC back end for a particular processor describes the architecture and its implementation in a manner that allows the platform-independent optimization passes to generate correct and efficient code for the target. The framework provided for this & It is practically impossible to accurately model and predict the delays that will occur at runtime & purpose is powerful and flexible enough to allow GCC to currently support more than 30 major processor architectures, including many different types. The S/390 back end implements support for the S/390 and zSeries mainframe processors.
History
In 1997, the S/390 firmware development group was searching for an ANSI C compiler with specific requirements, including link compatibility to the PL8 compiler and the possibility to write embedded assembler code. At this time, it was discovered that the existing S/370* MVS port by Jan Stein and Dave Pitts could be used as a starting point.
In 1998, when Linux for S/390 work was started, this compiler (and its linkage) was used as a base. Over time, the Linux development team had taken over as the driving force behind the S/390 back end, changing it to use the ELF (executable and linking format) linkage format, exploiting the 64-bit architecture, and finally donating the port to the FSF. Since then, two of the authors of this paper have been maintaining this back end, providing all necessary fixes and enhancements for the user community.
The zSeries architecture
The zSeries architecture is a typical CISC (complex instruction set computer) architecture. It provides an extensive set of assembler instructions (over 700 opcodes for the current model), including a sophisticated subsystem to perform I/O operations. These complex instructions tend to be implemented by internal firmware. The processor also provides efficient support for logical partitioning and virtual machines, for example by means of the SIE (START INTERPRETIVE EXECUTION) instruction. For the compiler back end, however, the simple instructions are the most important; these provide the means to move data between memory and registers, perform the standard arithmetical and logical operations, and affect control flow via conditional and unconditional branches as well as subroutine calls.
Recent zSeries processors can be operated in two different modes of operation, Enterprise Systems Architecture (ESA/390) mode and z/Architecture mode. 44, 45 The latter provides 64-bit general purpose registers and a complete set of instructions operating on them; otherwise, it is compatible with the later ESA/390 mode. The processor provides 16 generalpurpose registers which are 32 or 64 bits wide, depending on the architecture mode, as well as 16 floating-point registers, which are 64 bits wide. Most instructions allow two operands, with the first source operand being used as the destination as well. As opposed to typical RISC architectures, zSeries allows memory operands to be used directly with nearly all operations; all arithmetic and logical instructions provide both a register-to-register (RR) and a memory-to-register (RX) form. Logical and move instructions are also available as memory-to-memory (SS) or immediate-to-memory (SI) operations. One important design goal of the zSeries processor microarchitecture is that RX and RR instructions execute with the same speed, as long the memory is already available in the level one (L1) cache.
The System/360* architecture originally provided a 24-bit address space, in which the high eight bits of 32-bit registers used in address generation were ignored. As 16MB of address space proved too small, the address space needed to be extended. For compatibility reasons, the 24-bit addressing mode still exists, and a new 31-bit addressing mode was introduced with the S/370 architecture. Certain instructions now use the top bit of a 32-bit value to decide whether to operate in 24-or 31-bit addressing mode. Even though Linux on zSeries never uses 24-bit addressing, we still have to handle some complications that come with 31-bit addressing as opposed to the 32-bit addressing that is common on many other platforms. The zSeries processors finally introduced 64-bit addressing as a third mode, extending the address space up to 16 exabytes. The GCC back end supports generating code for either 31-bit or 64-bit addressing modes. It can also be tuned to a specific operating environment, for example, to generate optimal code for the 31-bit ABI (application binary interface) when running on a z990 processor in z/Architecture mode. The target ABI, architecture mode, processor instruction set level, and target processor for tuning purposes can all be selected independently.
The Linux on zSeries ABI
The GCC back end must take care to generate code that is not only appropriate for the processor architecture but also interoperable by means of subroutine calls with other programs running on the target platform. The ABI defines all aspects of code generation that are required for interoperability. The GCC back end currently supports two ABIs, those used by Linux for S/390 46 and those used by Linux for zSeries. 47 Note that these ABIs differ significantly from the interfaces used with other operating systems on the mainframe, namely the traditional operating-system linkage and the high-performance XPLINK. The calling convention used on Linux passes arguments in up to five general-purpose registers and up to four floating-point registers; excess arguments or those with data types preventing register use are passed on the stack. As the processor architecture does not actually define the concept of a stack at the hardware level, the Linux ABI uses register r15 as a stack pointer by convention. Function prologue and epilogue code handles setting up the registers and stack frame as defined by the ABI.
The ABI details can have a significant impact on performance. For example, early releases of GCC on zSeries generated code in the function prologue that would explicitly maintain a stack back chain, that is, a pointer stored at the start of a function's stack frame that would give the address of the caller's frame. This results in a linked list of stack frames being maintained at runtime that can be used to generate a back trace listing for debugging purposes. In recent releases, however, we have eliminated this overhead by using DWARF-2 48 call frame information records to store details of the stack frame layout for each function in an extra data section of the executable image. Debugging tools can use this data to generate stack back traces without any runtime support by generated code. With GCC 4.0, we have also reduced the amount of stack space required per function call; this is helpful in environments like the Linux kernel code where stack size is restricted.
GCC back end
We now describe in detail some of the issues we encountered when implementing the zSeries back end. This discussion will approximately follow the flow of the middle end optimization passes from RTL expansion to final assembler code generation, and describe the contributions of the zSeries back end to each stage. For more implementation details see Reference 6.
The initial transformation of the program into the lower-level RTL representation is performed with expanders 49 that encapsulate the representation of a predefined set of standard arithmetical, logical, and move operations. For example, the addsi3 expander generates RTL to add two 32-bit integer source operands and store the result in a destination operand. The sequence of RTL thus generated is then processed by several generic optimization passes, including passes for common subexpression elimination, jump threading and bypassing, deadcode elimination, and low-level loop optimizations. Note that while similar optimizations are already performed on the higher-level tree representation in GCC 4.0, these are still not completely redundant, as RTL expansion may have introduced new optimization opportunities. Cost functions defined by the back end are used to guide these algorithms towards instruction sequences that are particularly well suited to the target platform.
One optimization of special importance for the back end is the combine pass, which allows the use of assembler instructions that implement more complex operations than those directly available as expanders. The middle end tries various ways of combining multiple logically dependent RTL instructions into a single one; if the resulting RTL is accepted by a back-end insn 50 pattern, the replacement is performed. This is used to match zSeries fused multiply-and-add instructions, for example. The combine facility is also employed to make efficient use of the zSeries condition code, a two-bit value stored in the program status word that is set by comparison instructions; conditional branches depend on it to decide whether to take the branch. However, many arithmetical, logical, and other operations also set the condition code in addition to computing their results, which makes explicit use of comparison instructions superfluous in many cases. The zSeries instruction set also provides operations like TEST UNDER MASK that employ the condition code to implement frequently used bit-test operations very efficiently; by defining appropriate insn patterns, the zSeries back end is able to make full use of these platform features.
The ADD LOGICAL WITH CARRY and SUBTRACT LOGICAL WITH BORROW instructions introduced with z900 also allow using the condition code in a nonbranch instruction. They are primarily intended to & Instruction scheduling is a crucial optimization pass required to prevent expensive pipeline stalls & implement multiword addition and subtraction by allowing a carry or borrow from a low-order word to be automatically considered when operating on the next higher word. However, it is also possible to use these instructions to perform a restricted form of conditional execution; for example, the statement if (a , b) xþþ; can be implemented without using any conditional branch instruction, thus avoiding potentially expensive erroneously predicted branches. This transformation is performed by a platformindependent ''if-conversion'' pass that calls into a back-end conditional add expander to implement the details.
Up to this point, the program was kept in a highlevel variant of RTL that makes some simplifying assumptions, most notably that the processor provides an unlimited supply of registers. At some point, it is necessary to transform the program into a stricter representation that respects actual machine constraints. This happens during the register allocation and reload passes, using register information and per-instruction constraints provided by the back end. This phase also ensures that all memory operands are accessed using proper address formats.
On zSeries, effective addresses may be formed, in general, by adding the contents of a base register, an index register, and an immediate 12-bit unsigned displacement. However, some instructions do not allow the use of an index register. Alternatively, the z990 processor introduced the long displacement facility, which allows use of a 20-bit signed displacement for selected instructions. This is one of the few areas where it proved necessary to enhance GCC platform-independent code in order to fully support zSeries, because the reload pass was unable to handle so many different address formats.
At this point, the back end inserts all function prologue and epilogue code as required by the ABI (see ''The Linux on zSeries ABI''). The back end can cause further optimizations to be performed on the RTL sequence at this point by defining ''splitters'' and ''peepholes.'' Splitters are used to break up one RTL instruction into a sequence of patterns. They may be used by the back end to delay exposing details of the processor until a later stage of the compilation, for instance to present a doubleword addition as a single pattern to early optimization passes, while splitting it up later into single word additions with carry. Splitters may also be required to ensure correct code is generated in some cases, for example, to handle instructions with restricted addressing modes like LOAD MULTIPLE on zSeries. Peepholes, on the other hand, allow the back end to merge a sequence of RTL instructions into a single pattern or a different sequence, possibly using additional scratch registers.
Instruction scheduling (see ''RTL scheduling and optimizations'') is a crucial optimization pass required to prevent expensive pipeline stalls, in particular as zSeries processors operate in order. This means that whenever some stage of the pipelined execution of an instruction depends on data resulting from a preceding instruction that has not yet been completed, the processor will stall until the data becomes available. The platformindependent scheduling algorithms use a detailed description of such pipeline dependency hazards of the particular target-processor microarchitecture; this is provided in the form of a finite-state machine by the back end. For zSeries, we currently define two such pipeline descriptions.
For the z900 processor, the central pipeline hazard is address generation interlock (AGI), triggered when the result of an operation is used as a base or index register to form an effective address of a subsequent instruction. As operand addresses are required early in the instruction pipeline, at least four other instructions need to be scheduled between the two to avoid an AGI stall. However, for some simple operations like load, the hardware provides an AGI bypass such that their results are available for address generation after only one or two cycles. The z990 is more complex: its superscalar microarchitecture 51 is able to execute up to three instructions in parallel. This adds new requirements to instruction scheduling, as an instruction that uses the results of a preceding one cannot run in parallel with it. Finally, the much improved floating-point unit 52 of the z990 features a pipelined execution that introduces another complex set of data dependencies for floating-point instructions.
After the final scheduling pass, the back end cleans up all remaining target-specific issues. For zSeries, this includes handling the limited ranges of branch instructions as well as a possible overflow of the pool holding literal constants. In ESA/390 mode, relative branch instructions can reach only a range of 64KB relative to the current instruction address; more distant targets can only be reached by registerindirect branches. As zSeries does not provide instructions to load arbitrary literal values as immediate operands, these need to be stored in a literal pool in memory. If that pool exceeds 4KB in size for any particular function (a condition that fortunately rarely ever occurs, but still needs to be handled), we need to split up the pool into multiple smaller ones and reload the register pointing to the pool base as required. After this is completed, the sequence of RTL instructions is translated into assembler source code as defined in the back-end instruction patterns.
PERFORMANCE
This section examines the performance of GCC by use of various benchmarks.
GCC improvements on zSeries
In this section we take a closer look at the performance improvements that have been observed for GCC on zSeries during the last five years. The following comparison is based on estimated SPECint2000** results. For details on SPEC**, see Reference 53, and for details on SPECint2000, see Figure 2 shows the relative performance development for the GCC compiler on zSeries. The 1999 result was obtained using the first published version of the GCC version 2.95.1 for S/390 using an IBM internal driver. As the development focus was on functionality only, there was a large potential for performance improvement. The 2000 result was measured on a SLES 1 (SUSE LINUX Enterprise Server 1) distribution using the compiler included (GCC 2.95.2). As shown in the figure, some performance improvements were made, and they were in the back end of the compiler exclusively. The 2001 result has been obtained using the SLES 7 distribution and the included system compiler (GCC 2.95.3). Again, the improvements have been implemented in the GCC back end.
After those improvements, the transition to the new GCC 3.x family occurred. Initially, this resulted in slight performance degradation, as can be seen in the 2002 results. This was measured on a SLES 8 with the GCC 3.2 compiler included. However, with SLES 8 SP3, an optional GCC 3.3 compiler was shipped at the end of 2003. Using this compiler, the performance improved again. Here the main contributor was the improved scheduling for the z990 engine described in the section ''The zSeries back end.''
The final measurement was done on a GCC 3.4 compiler with an IBM internal driver from development. At this point, the profile-directed feedback was working on all SPECint** cases for zSeries, and so could be used for this run. This compiler will most likely be available in the next Red Hat distribution.
Overall, we have seen an improvement of 49 percent over the first results. The first steps towards better performance have been easy ones. We believe most of the back-end work has been completed, and more work is required in the middle end of the compiler. The inclusion of the tree-SSA 9 is a promising step in this direction.
Published results for SPECint benchmark using GCC Not many results have been published on the SPEC CPU2000 Web site. This can be attributed to the fact that other compilers are producing better code for this benchmark than GCC. Generally speaking, the compilers provided by the processor vendors are still one step ahead of GCC. In fact, the only results available are those using the AMD Opteron and Athlon processors. We make three different comparisons with these compilers. In 2004, AMD 57 used identical hardware with the Intel 8.0 compiler and GCC. One important difference this time was that for the base runs GCC produced 64-bit code; whereas, the Intel compiler produced 32-bit code. Generally, the 64-bit code is expected to be slower because it has a larger memory footprint. With that difference, GCC achieved 87 percent of the score of the Intel compiler for base runs and 90 percent for peak runs. However, there are now three base and two peak workloads where GCC is ahead. SUN 58 used the PathScale EKO (Every Known Optimization) compiler suite 11 on hardware comparable to that used by AMD. 57 Here, GCC achieves 95 and 94 percent of the PathScale result for base and peak runs respectively. For this comparison, GCC is ahead on 4 cases for base (or 3 for peak) measurements. 
PL8 compiler
Before the GCC PL8 code was allowed to generate the firmware code on the z990, it had to match the performance of the original PL8 compiler. That meant that the generated code had to perform at least as well as the code produced by the competitive compiler. It is reported in Reference 5 that this goal was achieved.
Again, this is an indication that the GCC compiler suite is capable of generating competitive code if the appropriate focus is put into development. Note also that the good performance of the PL8 code is also due to the fact that it inherited the performance gains of the GCC back end described in the section ''The zSeries back end.'' CONCLUSIONS There are many benefits to our work on optimizations for GCC. Many existing and potential users of IBM platforms are using GCC, and this is an effective means to provide them with additional value and improve support for our platforms. The vibrant collaboration and synergy among compiler writers contributing to GCC from various affiliations is very helpful and supportive. The infrastructure of GCC can pose challenges for advanced optimizations, but it is being improved. The widespread usage of GCC across platforms and environments also helps in testing and debugging the compiler. Another benefit of GCC is its availability for research in academia and industry, an advantage we seek to exploit to continue providing state-of-the-art and innovative optimizations in GCC in the future.
The open-source approach and GCC's modular structure turned out to be of great value. Writing a zSeries back end immediately made all languages implemented by the GNU Compiler Collection available on that new platform. Writing a PL8 front end made that language available on all platforms supported by GCC. In both cases, existing code could be reused. Most of the contributions described in this paper have already been released as open-source software.
